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Summary
During a Capacity Café exercise at Convocation in September 2017, the college community discussed the
results of the ICAT. Below are the main themes that emerged from the table discussions.

Strengths
Three key areas arose for teaching and learning – having good learning support for students, educational
technology, and using learning outcomes to ensure that we prepare students to transfer to a career or
to a 4-year institution.

Areas for Improvement
The primary themes in the Teaching and Learning capacity were around professional development to
update/use research-based practices. Full-time and adjunct faculty were both mentioned. Further, the
need to have more data to inform the advancement of teaching and learning was noted.

I Don’t Know
The survey summaries highlight the lack of knowledge around faculty updating their skills through
professional development and research-based practices. Another highlight was the higher level of “I
don’t know” responses by non-academic staff and the notion that understanding and supporting
teaching and learning should be a campus-wide responsibility.

Communication and Awareness
There were a variety of ideas in this section. Perhaps the biggest was around professional development
and ensuring that outcomes and learning from PD activities are shared to the campus community.
Communicating the resources that were committed to teaching and learning was noted.

Action Steps
It was noted that an increase in focus and resources on teaching and learning was needed. In addition, a
number of specific actions and initiatives were suggested with the prevalent theme being around
professional development (including professional development day and increased resources for
conferences) and increasing the opportunity for collaborative dialogue about teaching and learning.
Access to and increasing the use of data to improve teaching and learning was noted.

Convocation Table Reports
At the end of the Capacity Café discussion, each table selected a strength, a gap, and an action step to
report to the rest of the group. These were recorded and are available below.

Strengths
•
•
•

Developmental education
Workplace readiness and transfer
Technical support

Gaps
•
•
•

Better way of sorting out mechanics for people to attend professional development
Updating practices based on professional development
Reliance on adjunct faculty without support

Action Steps
•
•
•

Creating more space for sharing what they are doing
Gaps between staff and faculty about what they do
Informal discussions for people

Table Notes
The actual notes taken at each table during the Capacity Café discussion were transcribed and are
available below.

Teaching and Learning – Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

#4 (4 - Does the college offer a comprehensive array of learning supports for students?) - @133
– A lot of support for students
#3 (3 - Does the college provide the resources to maximize the use of technology in educational
practice?) - @125 – Support this use of tech for educational practice
#6 (6 - Are program-level learning outcomes designed to prepare students to transition to the
workplace and to transfer to a four-year institution?) - @120 – Program level outcomes
#5 (5 - Does the college provide accelerated options to traditional development education?)@110 – We offer accelerated developmental education
Strengths – where we’ve put in effort in last few years -we’ve had a deliberate focus on
accelerated options, technology and outcomes, comprehensive learning support
Online teaching – Blackboard
Development education
Student support services are strong – tutoring
Culture and inclusion effort
Across the board
Academic technology
Strengths - #3, 4, 6 – use of technology, comprehensive array of learning supports, prep for
transition to work place (3 - Does the college provide the resources to maximize the use of
technology in educational practice? 4 - Does the college offer a comprehensive array of learning
supports for students? 6 - Are program-level learning outcomes designed to prepare students to
transition to the workplace and to transfer to a four-year institution?)
Certain items were eliminated due to high % of ‘ I don’t know’
#6 (6 - Are program-level learning outcomes designed to prepare students to transition to the
workplace and to transfer to a four-year institution?) (group 2 agrees) – we discuss learning
outcomes a lot, so this area is strong (at least in terms of naming designed outcomes)
#4 (4 - Does the college offer a comprehensive array of learning supports for students?) – group
2 is not sure that technology application is strong (please see worksheet ‘Question 4’ – action
steps)
3,4,6 – Resources, learning support, and workplace readiness (3 - Does the college provide the
resources to maximize the use of technology in educational practice? 4 - Does the college offer a
comprehensive array of learning supports for students? 6 - Are program-level learning outcomes
designed to prepare students to transition to the workplace and to transfer to a four-year
institution?)
3+4, 6 – learning support, resources, support workplace readiness (3 - Does the college provide
the resources to maximize the use of technology in educational practice? 4 - Does the college
offer a comprehensive array of learning supports for students? 6 - Are program-level learning
outcomes designed to prepare students to transition to the workplace and to transfer to a fouryear institution?)
We found that one of greatest strengths: (Question #4) (4 - Does the college offer a
comprehensive array of learning supports for students?)

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Question #3 (3 - Does the college provide the resources to maximize the use of technology in
educational practice?) and Question #6 (6 - Are program-level learning outcomes designed to
prepare students to transition to the workplace and to transfer to a four-year institution?)–
suggested college felt more confident with scores on topic success (also Question #4) (4 - Does
the college offer a comprehensive array of learning supports for students?)
We rank at a strong level of capacity on average
We rank high in learning supports – 2nd group agrees!
High in maximize the use of technology
Affordability
Transfer of courses to 4 year college
One stop shopping – 2 year degree, 4 year degree (with partners)

Teaching and Learning – Gaps
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

#11 (11 - Are data regularly used to improve education practice in the classroom?) – Data used
to improve practice
#9 (9 - Do professional development activities support adjunct faculty participation?) –
Professional Development for adjunct
#10 (10 - Do faculty update their instructional practice based on acquired professional
development?) – Faculty updates their practice using professional development
#2 (2 - Do faculty apply research-based instructional practices?) – Faculty apply research-based
educational practice
Maybe we need to figure out how to communicate better
How meaningful the data is? Collected under distress who has time to do this? – lack of support
faculty
Ability of part-time faculty to participate in professional development
Teaching skill/knowledge of non-English speaking background
Professional development for faculty
Research-based instructional practices
Faculty need professional development to be agents for change
More full-time and less part-time to be more engaged with teaching and learning
Access to DegreeWorks
Lack of knowledge of teaching and learning practices
Communicate more
#2, #1, #9 – faculty engaged as change agents, faculty apple research-based instructional
practices, professional development activities support adjunct faculty participation (2 - Do
faculty apply research-based instructional practices? 1 - Are faculty engaged as change agents in
improving student success? 9 - Do professional development activities support adjunct faculty
participation?)
More professional development support for adjuncts needed
According to data – faculty not updating practice based on professional development
#10, 11 (10 - Do faculty update their instructional practice based on acquired professional
development? 11 - Are data regularly used to improve education practice in the classroom?) –
not using data to improve educational practice
Define #1 on list? (1 - Are faculty engaged as change agents in improving student success?)
Functional role – lack of understanding or gap in understanding what we do re: teaching and
learning

•

•
•
•
•
•

Question 2,3,10,11 – obvious weakness (2 - Do faculty apply research-based instructional
practices? 3 - Does the college provide the resources to maximize the use of technology in
educational practice? 10 - Do faculty update their instructional practice based on acquired
professional development? 11 - Are data regularly used to improve education practice in the
classroom?)
Need to improve communication with understanding role (academic affairs and student affairs)
Sample size – truly representative of the diverse population here
Wonder if people answered if in Academic Affairs due to their being in div. – yet they seem to
not know based on stats.
We’re poor in effective professional development and activities to support adjunct faculty
participation
People don’t know what actually happens within classrooms

Teaching and Learning – Lack of Information or “Don’t Know”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

#2 (2 - Do faculty apply research-based instructional practices?) – Do faculty apply research based instructional practice
#10 (10 - Do faculty update their instructional practice based on acquired professional
development?)– Do faculty update their instructional practice using professional development
#11 (11 - Are data regularly used to improve education practice in the classroom?)– Are data
used to improve educational practices?
#12 (12 - Are learning outcomes used to improve curriculum and instruction?)– Are learning
outcomes used to improve curriculum and instruction
Logical explanation: data may be being used, but there is little communication to convey what
department or teachers are using data to improve their practice
People outside of teaching faculty need to know more
#10, 11 (10 - Do faculty update their instructional practice based on acquired professional
development? 11 - Are data regularly used to improve education practice in the classroom?) –
staff are not aware of faculty updates on instructional based practice based on professional
development
Staff are not aware of data used to improve educational practice in the classroom
Very surprised that Academic Affairs has high % of ‘I don’t knows’ for these questions. If
decisions are being made by Academic Affairs about areas related to classroom instructions –
they should have less ‘I don’t knows’
For admin services – surprised with the high % of ‘I don’t knows’ when they are making the most
critical decisions regarding faculty, adjuncts and staff
Knowledge is power – best for all to know what is going on - especially due to the fact we are a
community college, we should be able to successfully do so
High in I don’t know: do faculty apply research based instructional practices and do faculty
update their instructional practice based on acquired professional development. Also, are data
regularly used to improve educational practice in the classroom?
Staff largely answered don’t know. It’d be nice they knew, but often this is not by design, it’s
due to lack of time. What job functions do staff have that can be dropped to make time for
interaction with faculty?
‘I don’t know’ responses – what are respondents trying to indicate with that response? Do they
just not understand the question/the jargon involved?

Teaching and Learning – Action Steps
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make data accessible
Training on use of data – and using data
Monitoring of student progress during the class
Make PD day ‘mandatory’ with incentive for attending
Marketing benefit of PD day
Increase PD to language learning
Develop culture and inclusion program and market
Reach out to faculty to find out what works
Discipline specific professional development
“Appreciative Inquiry” on teaching and learning
Looking for ways to decrease paper – shifting resources to teaching and learning
If gaps are where faculty don’t feel as if they are change agents and professional development
does not help in classroom – the high % of academic admin services have large % of ‘I don’t
knows’. We need to improve communication, decrease of shift of institutions shift of
organization (too many new deans every semester)
The divisions are too large and too varied, waters down the content and too generalized, not
relating or relevant to material we are teaching
Organizational structure should support meaningful communication and professional
development
Faculty from a variety of department and programs and academic staff
Find opportunities to cross educate and inform i.e. Professional day (Faculty from a variety of
department and programs and academic staff like library, tutoring, advising, CIT), like CIT lunch
time presentations and at mandatory meetings
Incentives to adjuncts to encourage them to get/attend these meetings
Ask adjuncts what incentives (besides pay?) might work (are adjuncts represented in survey?)
Create more opportunities for reflective practice with other instructors to find out about change
agents successfully improving student success
Improved in service cross-training – and liaison person who can cross-share information
More college-wide discussion about curriculum change will help staff know more about what
faculty are doing
More funding for conferences or supporting research projects
More support for disciplines; no more strength training
Customized professional development aimed at a person’s discipline
Restore funding for academic conferences to the academic department budget
Improve communication through media and a cultural shift where students are put first and
communication with each other/share common goal – group office will help
There needs to be a level of comfort asking each other questions and gathering information
Help change this culture at the college so we are kinder to each other – needs to be a culture of
working together – collaborate. Create stronger relationship
Deliberate space for meeting – faculty space – to gather and collaborate
Need to make sure data is meaningful (not taken under duress)
Learning communities (need more)
To stay current with technology and integrate it for improved teaching practices, we could make
it a professional day theme. Identifying partners – in additional to CIT 0 for information literacy
(take advantage of the library!)

•

Advising needs improvement: moving to a ‘guided pathways’ model, i.e. Make sure that
students meet with their advisors and don’t just go to CPAC!!

Teaching and Learning – Communications or Awareness Steps
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More marketing about the outcomes of professional development in the classroom so others
know – promote
Mind set (photocopying)
Optics of resources
More access to individual student data
Increase full-time faculty
Have a process to evaluate the results of professional development
Did you use it and did it help?
Clear set of outcomes and tracking
Time and space to share what they have learned and what we’re doing – example: ‘open house’
style presentations/tables
Create a ‘hot like’ list for areas at the college where anyone had call to get information
Pay and require DCE faculty and staff for professional development

Results

